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6HI01 - General Comments
Centres are to be warmly commended on the good preparation of their candidates for the examination. 
The range of knowledge deployed was quite substantial overall, and most attempted an analytical approach 
to the question. Answers were in the main relevant and substantial, particularly in relation to the time 
allowed. The main problems occurred when candidates did not read the question correctly or ignored or 
misunderstood the set timescale.

The quality of written communication was generally good across the whole range of scripts. Most answers 
were organised into coherent paragraphs and candidates made a real attempt to shape their answers into a 
balanced argument. Key marker words and phrases, such as ‘however’ and ‘on the other hand’ were regularly 
used in answer to those questions which invited a comparison. In most cases candidates did attempt a 
conclusion to their answers, though these were sometimes not very explicit. It was also encouraging to see 
many students jotting down some sort of plan before beginning their answer. Sometimes, however, these 
were very detailed indeed and covered two sides of the booklet; on occasions extensive planning seems to 
have worked to the detriment of the second answer.

Analysis was implicit in many cases. Candidates need to make sure that the points they are making are 
supported with suffi cient historical knowledge to make the points stand up. There is a case for centres 
providing more guidance on the difference between choosing relevant examples and generalising. Above all, 
evidence has to be focused on the question, which means explaining the signifi cance of the examples used. 
Although most candidates’ knowledge was broadly accurate and relevant, there were many, even those who 
showed evidence of a sophisticated argument, who lapsed into tracts of descriptive free-standing material. 
In many answers, however, there were examples of very signifi cant inaccuracies. In A12, some believed 
that Richard III came to the throne after defeating Edward IV in battle, while many in A13 and A14 were 
convinced that, since Henry Tudor had spent much of his life abroad, he was a foreigner. Several answers 
to D6 believed that Nicholas II was a leading opponent of the Bolshevik government, while others enrolled 
Martin Luther King as a member of Black Power. Some candidates in F7 were of the fi rm belief that the Wall 
St Crash occurred in 1924, and that hyper-infl ation continued through the whole period of 1924-29. 

Several answers were weakened by candidates’ uncertainty as to the meaning of words and phrases in 
the question. In particular, there was a lack of understanding of key words and concepts commonly used 
by historians, such as ‘economic’, ‘social’ and ‘political’. Many were unsure about the ‘economy of mid-
fourteenth century England’ in A7, ‘social change’ in D4, ‘personal dictatorship’ in D8, and ‘power and 
prestige’ in D14. There were a small but signifi cant number of candidates in E/F2 who failed to understand 
the concept of Bismarck’s diplomacy, referring to his ability to be tactful with other politicians or his 
inability to maintain a calm situation.

Many candidates had been well trained to consider a range of relevant factors which contributed to a 
situation or outcome. It has been very pleasing to see that most candidates were able to access Level 3 
which requires some attempt at analysis. However, there were several questions where such an approach was 
inappropriate and where considering other factors proved counter-productive. Question A14 required a focus 
on the signifi cance of Spain and Scotland in strengthening Henry VII’s security. Some answers dealt with these 
two factors, only to consider others, such as relations with Burgundy, tackling noble power and improving 
royal fi nances. Question D10 asked candidates to consider the extent to which Black Power hindered Black 
civil rights in the 1960s. Again, the signifi cance of Black Power was considered, but other points were also 
mentioned, such as King’s failures in the north and the growing alienation of white people and successive 
presidents. The relevance of these points was marginal. In question E/F1 candidates often penalised 
themselves by writing excessively long answers through assessing the positive and negative infl uences of the 
Catholic Church on Italian unity and then producing a list of other factors which hindered Italian unity when 
only the fi rst part was necessary; this in turn led to less time being spent on the second question. 
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In questions where the focus of the question was based on relative importance many good responses were 
unable to achieve high Level 4 or Level 5 because of a lack of balance with reference to the given and 
other factors. In the majority of cases this occurred when the candidate dismissed the given factor as being 
unimportant and produced a list of relevant of other factors without assessing why these factors were 
more important than the factor given. In question E/F4 candidates often wrote a generalised statement 
about Republican divisions within the Spanish Civil War before giving a detailed account of the contribution 
of foreign intervention (which was the question set in January). A smaller number of responses referred 
exclusively to the given factor with little reference to other causal reasons.

One way in which centres might be able to improve candidate performance is to familiarise students with 
the different types of questions which can be asked in Unit 1. For example: ‘How far do you agree that the 
Black Power movement hindered Black civil rights in the 1960s?’ is a question focused entirely on the role 
of Black Power. However, ‘How far do you agree that the Black Power movement was the most important 
reason for the failures of the civil rights movement in the 1960s?’ is a question requiring consideration of a 
number of different factors, including Black Power.

Equally, the following examples require a consideration of several relevant factors:

How far was Harald Hardrada’s invasion of the north responsible for William of Normandy’s success at 
Hastings? (A3)

To what extent were disputes over religion responsible for the Dutch revolts? (B5)

To what extent were the weaknesses of their opponents responsible for the survival of the Bolshevik 
government in the years 1917-24? (D6)

However, the following examples require a narrower focus on the issue raised in the question:

How far did Henry II exercise effective control over his many territories? (A5)

To what extent did Luther’s challenge to the Catholic Church change in the years 1517-21? (B1)

How far did the position of Black Americans improve in the years 1945-55? (D9)

An understanding of chronology is an essential quality for historians to display and this is perhaps the 
area of most concern in regards to underperformance of candidates. Many seemed unaware that 1489 saw 
both the Yorkshire rising against Henry VII and the conclusion of the treaty of Medina del Campo (A14); 
or that 1521 saw the Edict of Worms issued against Luther (B1). However, it was in Options C-F that there 
were many startling misunderstandings of the given timescale. D3 referred to the years 1949-57, but too 
many went on deal with the Cultural Revolution to no effect. A remarkable number failed to notice that D6 
addressed the years of the Bolshevik government between 1917 and 1924. Candidates appeared to notice 
‘weaknesses of their opponents’ and ‘Bolsheviks’, and wrote exclusively on the period of the Provisional 
Government. For D8 several wrote about Stalin’s elimination of his opponents in the years 1924-29, 
though the question focused on 1929-39; and many answers to D9 went beyond 1955 to consider the 
outcome of the Montgomery bus boycott and the events at Little Rock in 1957. In the E/F Option many 
candidates failed to take into consideration the time parameters set in E/F1, E/F2, E/F3 and E/F6. There were 
a signifi cant and worrying number of responses to Question E/F 13 which displayed little understanding of 
the chronology of events in Weimar Germany in the years 1924-29. There were also many examples of a 
lack of chronological security when using supporting evidence within paragraph construction. Candidates 
often gave different supporting examples out of chronological order with no references to dates and so 
undermining the contextual security of their responses. 

Candidates should be reminded that they are assessed on their quality of written communication. It is 
important that as well as writing legibly, with accurate use of spelling, punctuation and grammar, the style 
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of writing is appropriate within the context of a history examination.

The best responses were those that answered the question set and made direct reference to key words 
or phrases in the question with clear understanding. For example, in question E/F5 the best candidates 
were able to address directly the ‘appointment of Mussolini as Prime Minister’; in question C5 the 
‘effective operation of slavery’; and in question D7 the ‘essential contribution’ of collectivisation to Stalin’s 
transformation of the Russian economy.

Interestingly there was often little difference between the quality of the fi rst and second answer, 
particularly with stronger candidates. Most candidates answered the questions in chronological order even 
if they were less sure of their fi rst response and as a result many of the second answers were stronger than 
the fi rst. Very few candidates obviously ran out of time and it is commendable that so many candidates 
were able to apportion appropriate time to each question.
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6HI01 – Option C – The British Empire: Colonisation and Decolonisation
Although the whole Option only attracted a relatively small candidature compared to some of the other 
options it was a pleasure to see so many centres venture into new areas of study at AS level. Answers were 
often well written and examiners commented on the stimulating nature of the responses. The majority of 
candidates answered questions on topics C1, C2, C3, C6 and C7 whilst a very small entry were prepared to 
answer questions on topic C4 on India c1760-c1835. The handful of candidates who answered questionS on 
topic C5 – Commerce and Imperial Expansion, c1815-1871 appear to have been prepared to answer topic 
C6 and this suggests that it is very important for centres to ensure that candidates know both the topic 
reference and the question numbers that they will need to choose from.

The nature of the topic themes in this Option often results in questions which cover broad themes and 
broad periods of time. As such questions often require a more general analytical approach than in some of 
the other options but centres need to ensure that candidates have enough accurate evidence to support 
analytical statements.  Centres also need to be aware that some questions may be set on elements of the 
individual bullet points outlined in the specifi cation and so may require more specifi c detail or cover a 
shorter period of time within the overall period.  

Although there are not necessarily specifi c AS level textbooks covering some of these topic available at 
present  the specifi cation provides resource lists and the History Communities site is up-dated with possible 
resource material. The detailed mark schemes and the Examiner’s Report also help to provide indicative 
content for questions.
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C1 – The Origins of the British Empire, c1680-1763.

Question 1

This question focused on the expansion of British involvement in India and required an assessment of the 
importance of threats to East India Company interests as a reason for this involvement. Most candidates 
were able to outline the growth of British involvement in India to achieve Level 3 but found it more 
diffi cult to assess the importance of threats to EIC interests compared to other reasons such as the growing 
awareness of imperial prestige and power rivalry in Europe.  Some weaker answers provided an overview 
of the growth of Empire in general over the period and a minority included information about the Atlantic 
slave trade. Centres should be aware that questions may be asked on the expansion of Empire in general or 
in specifi c areas such as the Americas, the Atlantic or India.

The paragraph below is an example of low Level 3 writing.

Examiner Comments

The paragraph attempts to explain the reason for increased British involvement in 
India with some exemplifi cation but lacking in detail and security of supporting 
evidence.
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Question 2

 This question focused on the development of British colonies in North America and the West Indies and 
required an assessment of the role of the Atlantic slave trade in this development. Although candidates were 
clearly knowledgeable about the Atlantic slave trade, many answers were descriptive in nature, failing to 
refer to other infl uences on development such as emigration and North American trade, and as such could 
only access Level 2 or Level 3. However, there were some very good responses which assessed a variety of 
reasons and in the best cases differentiated between the development of plantation colonies in the West 
Indies and settler colonies in North America.

The paragraph below is an example of Level 2 writing.  
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Examiner Comments

The paragraphs describe the Atlantic slave trade in simple sentences with some 
acknowledgment of the development of  the colonies in the reference to profi ts.
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C2 – Relations with the American Colonies and the War of 
Independence, c1740-89

Question 3

This question focused on the reasons why the relationship between Britain and the American colonies 
strengthened during the years 1740-63. Most candidates were able to answer at high Level 3 and above 
suggesting a variety of reasons with variable supporting evidence.  Candidates suggested reasons such as the 
impact of the French/Native American wars, trading opportunities, allegiance to the ’Mother Country’ and 
cultural identities. To progress within the Levels in ‘why...’ questions it is necessary to provide some form of 
assessment or evaluation in terms of importance or signifi cance and the better responses were able to come 
to a balanced conclusion on a range of factors with some even challenging the assumption of the question 
by discussing the underlying tensions and stresses in the build up to the American Revolution

The essay below is an example of a L5 answer to a ‘why...?’ question. Each paragraph directly and securely 
addresses the question with links and the writing clearly the integration of causal factors.

Examiner Comments

Intro –  brief but shows that understands the question and that the ‘strong 
relationship’ between 1740-63  was part of a variable relationship over time.
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Examiner Comments

Addresses fi rst reason – trade – explains mercantilism – shows the complexities of the trading 
relationship with detailed supporting evidence making some attempt to evaluate.
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Examiner Comments

Links previous evaluation that trade may not be the strongest reason to concept of loyalty to the Crown 
– suggests that this loyalty is the main reason  - shows the complexity of this relationship with reference 
to the establishment of local government structures and the concept of ‘salutary neglect’.

Examiner Comments

Develops the theme of loyalty further with reference to ‘Old Whiggism’.
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Examiner Comments

Continues the themes raised in previous paragraphs by demonstrating the interaction between the 
concepts of ‘salutary neglect’, mercantilist taxation , loyalty to the Crown and the separatist nature of the 
individual colonies with detailed supporting evidence.

Examiner Comments

Loyalty is then linked to a further reason in defending the American colonies against French attack in the 
Seven Years’ War – the strength of the relationship is developed but also showing that the seeds of future 
discontent are being sown.
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Examiner Comments

Suggests that the relationship was only strong in the areas that benefi ted the 
colonies and that when these benefi ts began to be undermined ‘cracks’ in the 
relationship began to appear – evaluation of factors also taking place.
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Examiner Comments

Conclusion – brief conclusion showing the interaction of different factors.
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Question 4

This question focused on the importance of incompetent British military leadership in the victory of the 
American colonists in the War of Independence and was one of the most popular questions. Candidates 
were generally well informed and were able to access Level 4 with reference to a range of factors including 
foreign intervention and the role of Washington. However, to access Level 5 candidates needed to assess 
the role of British incompetence in comparison to the other factors. Some weaker answers were unable 
to differentiate between British military leaders and/or concentrated too much on the strengths of the 
American colonists.  It was refreshing to see that very few candidates chose to write a narrative response 
but there were also many chronological inaccuracies.

The essay below is an example of a good Level 4 answer. 
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Examiner Comments

The candidate clearly addresses the incompetence of British military leadership and other factors 
contributing to the victory of the American colonists with adequate but not always secure 
supporting evidence. However, there is some imbalance in the weaker development of the given 
factor and the factors suggested for colonial victory are only really linked in the conclusion.
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C3 – The Slave Trade, Slavery and the Anti-Slavery Campaign, c1760-1833
Both of these question were popular but many candidates, although knowledgeable about  the topic, failed 
to address the specifi c question asked and/or found it  diffi cult to select appropriate supporting evidence 
leading to unfocused answers.

Question 5  

This question required an assessment of the importance of brutality as the primary factor in the effi cient 
operation of slavery in British colonies. Many answers were only able to access Level 3 as they concentrated 
on a descriptive commentary on the brutality of slavery, with in-depth accounts of brutality at different 
stages of the slave trade often with over-emphasis on the Middle Passage.  Better responses were able 
to argue ‘how far’ against other less violent methods of control and to address directly the concept of 
‘effi ciency’. There were some excellent Level 5 responses which were able to refer to changes over time 
suggesting that different methods of control were necessary after the abolition of the slave trade in 1807.

Below is an example of a low Level 5 response.
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Examiner Comments

The response directly addresses the extent to which the effective operation of 
slavery relied on brutality. The answer uses well selected supporting evidence to 
create a balanced answer and conclusion.
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Question 6

This question requires an assessment of the importance of the Evangelical Movement to the success of 
the anti-slavery campaign 1800-1833. Many candidates were able to give an overview of the anti-slavery 
campaign  and address in general terms the role of Evangelicals along with other infl uences resulting in 
very few answers achieving less than Level 3. However, there were a disappointing number of  high Level 4 
and Level 5 answers due to a lack of real understanding of who the Evangelicals were (many confused them 
with the Quakers), a failure to note the time-scale of the question (1800-1833) and a failure to connect 
individual campaigners  to the Evangelical Movement. There were some excellent answers which were able 
to focus on the importance of the Movement and suggest different degrees of importance at different times, 
for example, the differing support for the abolition of the slave trade compared to that of slavery.

Below is an example of a Level 3 paragraph. 

Examiner Comments

The candidate has highlighted an alternative contributory factor to the success of the 
anti-slavery campaign with some brief supporting evidence and showing some general 
understanding of underlying reasons for the abolition of slavery in 1833. However, the 
paragraph does not have the secure knowledge and clear explanatory connection to the 
question that might be seen at a higher level.
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C4 – Commerce and Conquest: India, c1760-c1835
There were very few candidates who answered the two questions focused on the limitations on the power 
of the East India Company and the relationship between the British and the Indian princes. Most of the 
responses were of a general nature producing an overview of events relating to the question themes but 
were lacking in analysis and failed to cover the whole time period required.

C5 – Commerce and Imperial Expansion, c1815-70
There were only a handful of response to the two questions focused on the importance of territories 
acquired by the British in 1815 and the role of Christian missionaries in the development of the British 
Empire. It would appear that most of the candidates had mistaken this topic for C6 and so were unable 
provide effective supporting evidence. It is vital that centres make their candidates aware of the topics and 
questions that they have been prepared for.

C6- Britain and the Scramble for Africa, c1875-1914
This was a popular topic but a disappointing number of candidates appeared to write pre-prepared answers 
which failed to address the specifi c focus of the question and which concentrated on describing, with 
some knowledge, the historiographical interpretations of  imperialism.  While it is interesting to see an 
historiographical approach in these answers, centres are reminded that historiography best belongs to 
Advanced level rather than AS level, where the temptation exists to describe the fi ndings of historians. 
Centres should be aware that a descriptive overview of different theories of imperialism, without clear 
understanding and evaluation in relation to the question focus, will be assessed as an essentially narrative 
approach within Level 3. 

Question 11

This question is focused on the outbreak of the Second Boer War and requires an assessment of the 
British desire for raw materials in explaining the outbreak of war.  Most candidates were show a broad 
understanding of the long term factors leading to the outbreak of war with particular reference to economic 
and strategic infl uences, and were able to assess the role of the British wish to seize raw materials. However, 
there was a disappointing lack of reference to the short term reasons for the outbreak of war, and there 
were often inaccuracies in details and chronology, for example, citing Gladstone as Prime Minister during 
the war and placing the Battle of Majuba Hill during the Second Boer War. A small but signifi cant number 
of candidates chose to answer this question as a general explanation of the ‘Scramble for Africa’. A few 
were able to use the historiography approach to evaluate and assess successfully with excellent supporting 
evidence. The best answers were able to refer to both broad factors and the immediate causes of war linking 
the wealth of the Boer republics to strategic concerns and the Uitlander controversy. 

The essay below is an example of a Level 4 answer. 
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Examiner Comments

The answer has a clear focus on the causes of the Second Boer War with adequate 
supporting evidence (although the paragraph 3 reference to slavery is not relevant) 
and a conclusion. However, there is a lack of balance with the counter-argument of 
international rivalry weakly developed and the interaction of factors is implicit rather 
than explicit.
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Question 12

This question is focused on the changing attitudes toward Empire in Britain during the period 1875-1914. 
Some candidates seemed to misunderstand the question with a small but signifi cant number of responses 
giving an overview of the expansion of the British Empire in the year 1875-1814. There were also some 
responses that focused on British politicians and government policy rather than the broad attitudes 
suggested in the clarifi cation content of the specifi cation. Altogether the response was disappointing with 
few answers going beyond an analysis that the British were pro-Empire became ‘jingoistic’ and lost interest 
in Empire after the events of the Second Boer War. There were also many inaccuracies and chronological 
misunderstandings with particular reference to the actions and period of offi ce of the British Prime 
Ministers. However, the best candidates were able to produce excellent nuanced answers linking popular and 
intellectual attitudes to  the ‘millstones’ of the early period through the development of  ‘forward policy’, 
Gladstone’s ‘reluctant imperialism’, the ‘khaki’ election of  1900 and the adverse reaction to the events of 
the Second Boer War.
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C7 – Retreat from Empire: Decolonisation in Africa, c1957-81

Question 13

This question focused on the decision to give independence to African colonies during the years 1957-65 
and required an assessment of the role of African independence in infl uencing the decisions made. The 
best answers included causal focus, range and depth with specifi c reference to individual independence 
movements and other factors such as Cold War politics, the consequences of the Suez crisis and Macmillan’s 
cost-benefi t analysis. Weaker answers gave a range of causes of post-war decolonisation but made limited 
reference to independence movements. Many of the answers displayed weak chronological awareness  and/
or, although conceptually aware, ignored the specifi c time frame with simple generalisation about the state 
of the British economy. 

The essay below is an example of a Level 5 answer.
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Examiner Comments

There is direct focus on role the African independence movements in the decision of Britain 
to decolonise during the years 1957-65. The essay refers to the variable infl uences of African 
nationalism in different parts of Africa whilst discussing the role of other infl uencing factors. 
Paragraph beginnings clearly build up a discursive answer using phrases such as ‘to start with’,  
‘moreover’, ‘in addition’, ‘although’, ‘consequently’ and ‘fi nally’.
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Question 14

This question was focused on the extent to which decolonisation led political instability in the newly 
independent nations of east and west Africa in the 1960s and 1970s. Very few candidates answered this 
question and many of the response were weak overviews of the decolonisation process in Ghana and Kenya. 
The best answers were able to differentiate between areas of relative stability as well as instability and to 
suggest that other factors such as ethnic rivalry in Nigeria and lack of economic resources in Uganda, for 
example, also may have contributed to political instability.

Grade Boundaries

6HI01 C

Grade
Max.
Mark

A B C D E

6HI01 C 
grade boundaries

60 45 39 33 28 23

UMS 100 80 70 60 50 40
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